
P O R T F O L I O



Avianture

Avianture is a platform aiming to connect aviation 
professionals worldwide, keeping them in touch with the 
industry’s latest news and offering them opportunities to 
network, look for opportunities and create ones, as well 
as socializing with like-minded people and sharing 
experiences to better the aviation industry. 



Now Me

Now Me is a secure, simple and free way to connect with 
people in the same 752 m radius. It’s a perfect tool for 
fun and business networking during 3 hour sessions. It's 
the ideal app for those who enjoy online chats with a 
twist.  



Mode

Mode app is a new digital innovative concept in the 
world of home furniture. It allows you to search for 
Lebanese top furniture manufacturers, Home Deco etc. 
and gives you a wide variety of home furniture & 
accessories concepts that reflects the different lifestyles 
of a customer.  



Gabon Musee

This application is mainly intended for all travelers wishing 
to discover the National Museum of Gabon. It is a 
complete guide to explore each piece of art available at 
the museum. Scan the QR code of each composition 
using the Musee Gabon app and get all the necessary 
information on each one.



Muzeit

Muzeit is a social music application that enables you to 
find out what your friends are listening to and download 
it instantly! Muzeit provides you with recommendations 
tailored to your specific taste of music.



Aimee Bio

Aimee is a platform dedicated for teens. It places their 
interests, hobbies, passions, and achievements, at the 
core of its functions.  

By using the app, teens will be able to gradually build 
their online Biography, one that reflects their talents and 
passions, showing universities and employers who they 
really are.



IN5 Dubai  
Mobile & Kiosk Apps

IN5 kiosk app runs on Android iSticks connected to large 
touch screens, cameras and various sensors, and is 
hosted in shopping malls to display useful info like prayer 
times, weather details, events and others. It also shows 
banner ads based on the gender, age, and number of 
people in front of the screens, using Face Detection 
technology. 

IN5 mobile public app allows users to check-in in the 
shopping malls to get special discounts from different 
stores.



ABC Lebanon

The first official app of ABC Lebanon. It allows users to 
discover the latest trends, events, shops, dines and 
cinema movies in ABC Stores. Moreover, a 3D map will 
guide you to reach any destination at ABC mall.



Beefeed

Beefeed app is Lebanon’s and the Middle East’s first news 
social network. While receiving and reading real time 
news from different sources in Lebanon and the world, 
you will be able to connect with other users, like, 
comment, repost any story. 

With Beefeed, you will be able to express your opinions, 
discuss politics, tech, sport or other news, and post your 
own stories.



Roadie Tuner

Roadie Tuner is an automatic tuner for guitars, ukuleles, 
and other instruments. It connects via Bluetooth low 
energy with Roadie Tuner hardware and can fine tune 
your guitar in a few seconds or completely change 
tunings in less than a minute. 



Le Jardin Enchanté  
Nursery - UAE

A mobile application customized and designed for Le 
Jardin Enchanté - UAE. It acts as a social networking 
platform which connects parents and Le Jardin Enchanté 
Nursery with an easy to use and attractive tool. Parents 
and caretakers can check their children's Photos, Albums, 
Messages, Events, Reports, Profiles, Daily Meals…



In Hype

An app that rewards consumers for promoting the brands 
they love. In Hype helps users discover brands that want 
to collaborate with them, attend their events and post 
about them on Instagram, Facebook and Twitter. 



Feedlait

Feedlait is an inventory management app meant 
for a dairy company to effectively take care of 
many distributors, supervisors and employees. The 
application manage the invoice, payment receipt, 
shop inventory, shop statement, location, product, 
distribution routes, distributors, transfer products, 
privilege, etc...



Bumble Bee  
Nursery - UAE

A mobile application customized and designed for 
Bumble Bee Nursery - UAE. It acts as a social networking 
platform which connects parents and Bumble Bee 
Nursery with an easy to use and attractive tool. Parents 
and caretakers can check their children's Photos, Albums, 
Messages, Events, Reports, Profiles, Daily Meals…



Avachat

A messaging app that allows users to express their 
emotions in real-time. Using clever tech, Avachat detects 
the user’s facial expressions and projects them onto his 
avatar using the smartphone’s front camera.



Hala Bil Khamis

If you like Hala Bil Khamis videos then this app is surely 
your best destination for generating videos playing on 
Hala Bil Khamis song. You will be able to take real time 
videos or selecting and trimming videos from your 
gallery, and share them with friends or publish them to 
the app’s public feed.



Promomz  
Dubai - UAE

A Mobile Application dedicated for mothers. It creates a 
community allowing them to join forces and collaborate 
to work, play and live in Dubai-UAE.



YOLO Smart

A Mobile Application showing the pubs, lounges, bars, 
restaurants and clubs best offers and discounts in 
Lebanon.



RETrak  
Saudi Arabia

More than 10 Android Applications for Data Management 
of Consumer Goods:  
Al Marai, Pepsi, Ice Tea Lipton, Galaxy, Kinder, Cadbury, 
KitKat, Snickers, Mars, Oreo, etc.



Thank you!


